
BY PETER JONAS R. DAVID

BY JENNY FLOR BACLOR
Miriam College opens School Year 2021-2022 with an organizational
restructuring and appointment of a new set of leaders in its Loyola Heights
campus as it undertakes measures to ensure viability and sustainability amid
various changes and disruptions.

... cont. to p. 3

As we go through another year of
lockdowns and safety protocols, Miriam
College is making sure that everyone
will be safe as we go through these
changes as one community. We are
committed to providing care for our
students facing the challenges of
COVID19 in these trying times.

The Miriam College COVID19 Support
Initiative was recently launched in order
to provide wholistic support to every
family that is affected by the current
pandemic. Students may now email
covid19supportheu@mc.edu.ph to make
the report. The official email will be used
exclusively for students' reporting of a

... cont. to p. 7

BY CAROLYN C. UI
In the now normal, making quality education

accessible to all takes also into consideration

providing assistance to students to help them

meet both hardware and software requirements

of the school programs. On July 12, 2021, a call

for application was announced to invite qualified

... cont. to p. 2

BY JOSE MARIBBAY
The pandemic has changed the landscape of

education with the shift from physical face-to-

face classroom instruction to online delivery of

learning. Because of this shift, having a laptop

became a necessity not just for the students

but also for the faculty.

... cont. to p. 2

BY CHARLENE SARMIENTO
In keeping with WAGI’s goal to promote a

gender-fair society, the webinar #WeDoBetter:

Knowing Rape Culture, Sexual Violence & Safe

Online Education was held last July 22, 2021.

... cont. to p. 8

BY MARIA FRANCESCA SANCHEZ
Have you ever heard of Gmail or Google News? I am a hundred percent sure
you’ve had. But did you know how it was said to originate?

... cont. to p. 5

Welcome to our students, staff, faculty, and administrators to the new school year. We are now in our second year of online
learning to make sure everyone is safe as this pandemic continues to take a toll on our lives. Despite what we continue to face,
we trust that you will begin the new school year with hope and a positive mindset. A new school year, after all, is always a chance
to start your academic life anew.

... cont. to p. 2
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BY JOSE MARIBBAY

(from p.1) … To address the concern of
faculty and students who do not have the
appropriate device or are sharing laptops
with their family members at home, Miriam
College created the Computer Library
through a generous donation from the
alumni community. Ninety-three (93)
laptops and ten (10) tablets were donated
by the MC alumni to this library.

Twenty-four (24) more devices were added
to the library through a grant from the
United Board’s Pandemic Response Fund.
The United Board has provided MC with
grant support to assist us in delivering
quality education during the Covid-19
pandemic.

We thank our generous alumni and the
United Board for their gift. Loaning devices
to those who need them most at this time
ensures that no one is left behind. K

(from p.1) … We are going to have an amazing school year. While you were on vacation,
your teachers were mastering the student-centered pedagogies of design thinking and
project-based learning. MC is into the development of 21st-century skills. We want you
to construct knowledge, formulate and test theories, and find solutions to problems.
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departmentalization and programming
with other schools and with the
educational system in the Philippines, (2)
ensure seamless curriculum
programming from CSC to Senior High
School, (3) allow flexibility for faculty
assignment within more grade levels
under an academic unit, and (4) improve
operational efficiency and effectiveness
given its enrollment behavior.

MC has officially re-established the
Grade School Department to create a
leaner structure and to allow flexible
faculty arrangements under a
consolidated unit. Along with this, Grades
7 and 8 have been moved to the Junior
High School and the Child Study Center
is now operationally integrated into the
Grade School Department.

We wish everyone an amazing school
year. Count yourself fortunate to be a
KNOLLER. We have such a beautiful
school that offers diverse learning
opportunities for intellectual engagement,
social transformation, and nourishment
of the spirit rooted in the Miriam
spirituality. With a two-campus system,
soon to be three, we still make the same
promise that our students are not mass-
produced but nurtured to be the best
versions of themselves. Graduates will
come off its doors confident, competent,
and ready to tackle their chosen careers
while promoting the common good.

God bless us in the year ahead! K

In the past few days, your teachers have
gone through refresher courses on
Google Workspace for Education,
conducting online assessments, and
using interactive online teaching tools.
They are very keen on making your
online learning experience meaningful
and productive.

There are changes the school has made
that took effect this school year. In the
HEU, the Colleges of Arts and Sciences
and Education were fused into one
School. It is now called the School of
Arts, Sciences, and Education (SASE).
The College of Business,
Entrepreneurship, and Accountancy
(CBEA) is now SBEA. SASE is headed by
Dr. Trixie Marie Sison and the SBEA is
headed by Dr. Ruby Alminar-Mutya. The
HEU is now managed by the College
Dean, not anymore by the Vice-President
for Academic Affairs (VPAA). The VPAA
will now focus on institutional academic
matters while the College Dean will focus
on HEU matters. This way, greater
attention will be given to programs,
policies, processes, and practices in the
HEU, our way of doing things better.
Appointed to head the college is Dr.
Margarita Acosta. Within the College
Dean’s care is the Office of Student
Support and Services, which will be
headed by Ms. Angelina Alcazar.

In the BEU Loyola campus, the
organizational restructuring, as described
by the Office of the President, was
init iated to (1) realign its academic

BY CAROLYN C. UI 

(from p.1) … HEU students to borrow a
laptop for their online classes for 1st
semester of SY 2021-2022. Information
provided on the survey form were reviewed
and applicants were prioritized based on
the criteria set for selection.

The Working Group on Learning Continuity
is happy to share that as we start SY 2021-
2022, a new set of 16 selected HEU
students were provided laptops that they
can use for the first semester. We trust that
the support that Miriam College is
providing through the Computer Library
Program can help engage them in more
meaningful learning online. K



Higher Education Unit
• College Dean – Dr. Ma. Margarita A.

Acosta

• Head of the School of Arts, Sciences, and 

Education – Dr. Trixie Marie J. Sison

• Head of the School of Business, 

Entrepreneurship, and Accountancy – Dr. 

Ruby F. Alminar-Mutya

• Office of Student Affairs and Student 

Services and OIC, Admissions Office – Ms. 

Angelina B. Alcazar

Along with the new set of leaders in the

academic units, new administrators and

program coordinators were also appointed

in MC’s various advocacy centers and

offices effective last August 1:

(from p.1) … The Basic Education Unit
(BEU) has realigned its academic
departments and programs. The BEU is
now comprised of the Child Study Center
(CSC), Grade School (MCGS), High
School (MCHS), and Skills Development
and Technical Education Center
(MCSDTEC). The Grade School
Department is re-established after the
Lower and Middle School units were
merged. The Child Study Center has an
academic coordinator but is operationally
integrated into the Grade School Unit.
The High School Unit on the other hand,
has expanded its scope by covering
grades 7 and 8 to its program which
previously caters grades 9-12 only.

Following the organizational
restructuring, a new set of leaders in the
academic units took over last August 1:

Basic Education Unit
• MCGS Principal – Ms. Kristine Marie S. 
Lesaca-Saludez
• MCSDTEC Principal – Ms. Amabelle M. 
Carino 
• MCGS Assistant Principal for 
Academic Affairs – Ms. Maria Coney G. 
Pallones
• MCHS Assistant Principal for 
Academic Affairs – Mr. Justin Josef V. 
Villano
• CSC Academic Coordinator – Ms. Ma. 
Bettina Ramos Luciano
• MCHS Senior High School Coordinator 
– Ms. Reina M. Rama
• CSC Student Activities and Facilities 
Management Coordinator – Ms. Ma. 
Genevieve B. Atalig  
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Advocacy Centers & Offices
• Women and Gender Institute – Dr. 

Melanie M .Reyes

• Child’s Rights and Advocacy Center –

Atty. Myles Esquivel

• Office of Institutional Partnerships and 

Resources Mobilization – Ms. Carolyn C. Ui

• Strategic Alignment Office – Ms. 

Christina Lecaroz-Elizalde

• Associate Director, Environmental 

Studies Institute – Ms.  Melinda Lamorena

• Program Coordinator, Child’s Rights and 

Advocacy Center – Dr. Louie T. Parungao

• Director, Information and Communication 

Technology Office – Mr.  Anthony Kirby D. 

Garcia (effective June 3, 2021)

BY LEAH CZARINA GUEVARRA

“Mary set out in haste...” -- This was how I described the whole first year of ODL for us in
Miriam. We needed to set out in haste, lest we have missed out on the wonderful
opportunity to go through this crisis together. But this “haste” and “crisis” need not be
negative. There is a sense of growth, even as we feel tired, in many aspects of our lives,

... cont. to p. 4

After the announcement of the new appointees for this school year, the MC Institutional

Search Committee has started to look for nominations from the Management Pool for the

positions of Assistant to the President and Basic Education Unit Principal for MC Alviera

and Basic Education Unit Principal for Nuvali for School Year 2022-2025. K

BY JENNY FLOR BACLOR



Karunungan Program; and the Diocese
of Mati Catholic School Systems in
which former Maryknoll mission
schools belong. Our teachers held
sessions for community leaders to
upgrade their skills, financial literacy,
and digital citizenship. They held art
workshops, creative writing, study
habits, and self-care sessions for
community youth. Lastly, they served
as resource persons to fellow
educators from the Diocese of Mati
Catholic Schools System in Davao City.
The online activities were filled with
rich interactions, active engagement,
and meaningful reflections. Indeed, this
virus did not stop our mission to reach
out to others.

In the coming months, partnership with
the aforementioned organizations will
continue and MISMO will announce
calls for volunteers as needed. May this
endeavor be an expression of our being
a community that leads in mission,
communion, and service. K

(from p.3) … and as we journey as a
school community. Part of this is also
our sense of being aware of the needs
of those around us, not just of our
struggles and challenges.

There were different requests and calls
for collaboration for sharing of
expertise and resources. And so, during
the summer break, the Miriam Identity,
Spirituality and Mission Office (MISMO)
made a call for volunteers. Venturing
into online volunteering, MISMO
announced its volunteer recruitment
last June. And by July, there were
around 30 faculty members from the
Basic and Higher education units who
heeded the call to be Gurong Lingkod.
Our teachers served as volunteer
resource persons and facilitators in
various sessions for our partner
organizations. This year, MISMO
partnered with the Kaisahang Ugnayan
ng Mamamayan, the people’s
organization in our urban poor partner
communities in Quezon City; the Sta.
Maria Della Strada Parish Landas ng
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BY IMELDA D. BEROÑA

On August 17, 2021, the Miriam College

High School (MCHS) Library Media Center

(LMC) conducted an orientation as regards

to its services to Grades 7-9 students via

Zoom. The following are the primary

objectives of the orientation: (1) inform

students of the available online resources

and services of the LMC; (2) enhance

students' self confidence in doing library

research while using an online platform and

(3) provide guidelines for using various

online library services. The activity was a

success given that majority of the students

attended and actively participated during

the Q&A portion. Meanwhile, the orientation

for grade 10-12 students was held on

August 24, 2021. The orientation was

likewise livestreamed via the LMC’s

YouTube channel. Students were also

provided handouts for more information. A

similar orientation was also held for all

MCHS faculty members last July 27. It was

the first time for the LMC to hold an online

orientation for both the students and

faculty members. These were facilitated by

the librarians, with the support of the staff.

Indeed, the High School LMC adopted to

the NEW NORMAL way of delivering its

services to the community. K

strategic partnerships with international
organizations, public and private sector,
and community stakeholders. Partnerships
are built toward strengthening the student's
connectedness to the larger community,
thereby enhancing their educational
experience.

The Office also undertakes mobilization of
resources from external and internal
sources to support the implementation of
the institution’s programs and activities. K

BY CAROLYN C. UI 

Partnerships provide a huge number of
opportunities for students and faculty alike.
They can help improve academic program
quality and facilitate access to various
learning opportunities. Miriam College,
even in the pandemic, has continued to
complement online learning with
opportunities to learn with and from
partner organizations. This SY, MC created
the Office of Institutional Partnerships and
Resource Mobilization to develop and
maintain collaborative relat ions and



projects to give them more ideas about
the power of passion. All these will
hopefully enable the students to try
planning their very own passion project.

A lot of great stories about the Genius
Hour have been shared all over the
world. The bigger and better than ever
MCGS team hopes to add to these
stories starting this school year. K

References:
https://geniushour.com/what-is-genius-
hour/
Lesaca-Saludez, K. M. (2021). Getting to
Know Genius Hour. Quezon City.
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This movement has then been adopted
in education and has become a
worldwide trend. This year, MCGS
students are lucky to be experiencing the
Genius Hour in school. The Genius Hour
will allow students to explore, be creative,
pursue their passions, and exercise
choice.

Starting at the end of the month,
students will discover their passions by
examining their interests, strengths,
favorite experiences, and best memories.
They will further explore these so they
can fine-tune these and see which they
can turn into passions. Then, the
students will see real actions and actual

BY MARIE BETH F. FLORES

After a 3-year stint in a non-teaching
position, this week I am officially back in the
"classroom", and a virtual one at that. Been
rarin' to go back to teaching, but never did I
expect that it would be in an ODL set-up!

In the three years that I was not in the
classroom, there were many uncomfortable
and challenging situations, situations that
were actually tasks I would not normally
volunteer to do such as hosting (an aversion
to public speaking, almost Glossophobia
does not help), presenting in a plenary,
facilitating/presiding a meeting, and doing a
dance performance (Hello two left feet!) for
the teachers and students.

In hindsight, those challenges proved to be
such valuable learning experiences. I believe
I have grown both personally and
professionally and now have a broader
perspective as an educator. I have learned to
be more understanding, tolerant, and
respectful of the different working styles and
personalities of the various people I have
worked with.

Looking back, I am also just grateful that I
was blessed to have worked with an
amazing, supportive, and creative bunch of
teachers and fellow level coordinators whose
passion and dedication remain an inspiration.
This school year, I bring with me the same
positive spirit when I said yes to the Level
Coordinator position. Yes, there were fears of
failure and pressure over bigger
responsibilities, but I have also learned that
“YES” has magic that comes with it. It’s like
saying and claiming, “Universe, I got this!” So,
I say YES to welcoming and embracing
change!

This school year, I am excited of what is to
come, nervous at all of the tech tools and
apps I have to learn to navigate, and at the
same time ready to stretch out of my
comfort zone. As one quote says, "...Change
begins at the end of your comfort zone.“

So, here's to more "stretching" and growing!
Cheers to the first week of the new school
year and the beginning of the Christmas
break countdown!!!🤣✌️😜K

(from p.1) … The search engine giant, Google, allows its engineers to spend 20% of
their time working on anything that interests them or something they are passionate
about. Google created the said policy with the premise that if people are allowed to do
that, they will have more positive energy, become happier, and be more motivated and
productive. Google’s policy has worked so well that projects such as Gmail and Google
News blossomed from this time. This period will later be known as Genius Hour.

users narrow or broaden search options
and the use of EBSCO’s mobile
access/app. There was a live
demonstration on EBSCO’s interface and
features such as the search platforms,
EBSCO databases subscribed by Miriam
College including a simulation on
searching, creating a personal account,
saving searches in folder, sending articles
and eBooks to email, printing and saving
searches, using search alerts, and
reading and downloading eBooks. A
similar training was also facilitated by the
MCHS Library Media Center. Over 1,300
high school students attended the
training on August 12, 2021. K

An online training on EBSCO (short for
Elton B. Stephens Company) Databases
was conducted by the HEU Library Media
Center in collaboration with EBSCO on
August 16, 2021, at 10:00 am to 11:30
am. It was attended by the HEU Faculty
and HEU undergraduate and graduate
students. The training was conducted to
promote the EBSCO databases and
maximize the databases usage. The
resource speaker, Mr. Josefino Halos,
country manager for EBSCO, gave an
overview of the key steps in efficiently
using EBSCOhost. He also discussed the
EBSCO’s search tips and the use of basic
and advanced search options to help

BY MC HEU AND MCHS LIBRARY MEDIA CENTERS

BY MARIA FRANCESCA SANCHEZ

https://geniushour.com/what-is-genius-hour/
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BY SOFIA SOLEDAD DG. DE GUZMAN

The Basic Education Units (BEU) of Miriam
College underwent an organizational
restructuring process to ensure a more
seamless design and implementation of its
academic, extra- and co-curricular K-12
programs. The BEU now has two units,
namely, the Grade School which manages
programs from preschool to Grade 6, and the
High School which manages programs from
Grade 7 to Grade 12. The batches in the High
School are always known for their batch
colors--green, blue, yellow, and pink. For many
years, these colors have identified each batch
or class especially during unit-wide activities
such as intramurals and other student-led
activities. Now that the high school welcomes
two more grade levels in their unit, it is just
appropriate to likewise assign batch colors for
Grades 6 and 7.

The color ORANGE was assigned to Grade 7.
Orange symbolizes hope and optimism which
are important values for the youngest batch in

the unit. It also represents the color of the sun
which reminds us to always see the good in
every situation and look forward to a bright
new day. The color PURPLE was assigned to
Grade 8. Purple symbolizes strength and
courage. Hence, it is the color of women's
empowerment and gender equality. This color
is very fitting because MC is an educational
institution that promotes girls’ education and
advocates women’s rights. The batches carry
the colors assigned to them until they
graduate from high school.

SY 2021-2022 is indeed more colorful than
ever in Miriam College High School (MCHS).
During the series of orientations, MCHS
welcomed the Orange, Purple, Blue, Yellow,
Green, and Pink batches with open arms.
Surely, all the students will feel
#AtHomeWithMC as the student leaders,
faculty, and administrators prepared exciting
academic, extra- and co-curricular programs
for the year. K

The Office for Student Affairs hosted a learning session on

Voter’s Registration and Education last August 16, 2021, at

10:00 am-12:00 nn. The session aimed to enlighten students

and other members of the MC HEU community on the various

perspectives on being registered as a voter. This event was

done in partnership by the Diokno Foundation which aims to

continue the work of the late Jose W. Diokno—a lawyer, a

senator at the time he was imprisoned during martial law, and

the country’s leading proponent and defender of human

... cont. to p. 7

BY CLARISSA MARIANO-LIGON

BY KRISTINE PAYUAN

Another school year sets off with a

series of faculty training sessions

organized and facilitated by the

Technical Working Group on

Learning Continuity and GURO

through the United Board (UB)

grant. The training sessions focused

on the following:

Conducting Online Assessment

with Dr. Carlo Magno touching on

the new aspects of assessment for

flexible learning, making

assessment accessible at various

modes of instructional delivery to

improve the delivery of flexible

learning, monitoring student

performance and making use of

assessment results;

Interactive Online Teaching Tools

where Mr. Resty Collado and Mr.

Mon Ritche Bacero demonstrated

the use of Google Workspace for

Education tools for interactivity by

learning type; and

... cont. to p. 7

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/athomewithmc?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVo5t1WLGjwpBCq8QnmiccRH53azr3E-VHYU0mViNLr4NMZMhQ7RGnzPIMNh2y5Frh4AYLJ9Q8c446MwjYZVns4UkI9czsoc2BK2FIo82SN1_jGEUA2cQCtLUjSSOFql-OiItxDvP40X2LuT-0jdlDpRVyHAqgkSaXHZD8oy6MKMw&__tn__=*NK-R
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has recovered. Students who have
reported COVID19 infection within the
household will likewise be excused from
academic requirements until relative(s)
have recovered. Flexible deadlines will be
extended to students who will miss
schoolwork due to COVID19. The student
will also be offered guidance and spiritual
support through the Guidance and
Campus Ministry Offices.

We are united as we face this challenge
together, and with the COVID19 Support
Initiative, no one is left behind. K

(from p.6) … Evaluating Online Teaching:

A Special Webinar for Area Coordinators

and Program Chairs with Dr. Carlo Magno

sharing an ideal system of assessment

within an enabling context/policy

framework by which assessment is carried

out, system alignment with standards, and

the quality of assessment instruments.

The UB grant aims to support higher

education institutions in their efforts to

continue delivering quality instruction

during the pandemic and to provide other

immediate needs related to the transition

to online learning.

Miriam College President Amb. Laura Q.

Del Rosario lauded the faculty’s desire and

efforts to continue delivering quality

instruction in an online environment. She

said, “I am with you in all your efforts. I am

uplifted by your sense of dedication and

mission for the school and touched by the

fact that you all have in your minds how we

can improve the delivery of our lessons.” K

(from p.6) … rights—through research and
publications, social development work, and
education and awareness-raising
campaigns in keeping with Diokno’s ideals
of social justice, human rights, the rule of
law, and love of country.

The HEU students together with the
representatives from the Diokno
Foundation Ms. Shebana Alqaseer, Mr.
Reigner Sanchez, Ms. Rielle Ruiz, and Ms.
Rina Bello discussed the barriers that
hinders the students from registering in the
breakout session. In addition, a plenary
session was given to go overs the steps in
voter’s registration. The event ended with
an open forum that allowed the
participants to ask their questions.

Another learning session focusing on
Voter’s Education will be given to the
students and other members of the MC
community in the second semester. K

BY PETER JONAS R. DAVID

The student-led voters registration and
education initiative, ElekSOON 2.0:
Barkadahan Para Sa Bayan, hosted a
Facebook Live Event to discuss the
important role of youth’s participation in
the elections and nation building. This
was held last August 14, 2021. The 4-
month long advocacy campaign was
organized by a group of communication
students composed of Steffi Luciano,
Marjorie Umali, Daniella Lazaro, Andrea
Rodolfo, and Leila Abellaneda, with the
guidance of Ms. Lynda Catindig-Garcia,
MA - Chairperson of the Communication
Department and Ms. Mirma Mae Tica-
Ortiz, MIS - Student Activities Coordi-

nator of the Office for Student Affairs.

The organized event was in partnership

with the Communication Department,

HEU Office for Student Affairs, Miriam

Identity Spirituality and Mission Office,

We the Youth Vote, You Vote Girl PH, and

several student organizations. Over the

course of 4 months, voter’s registration

and education materials were published

on the official Facebook page of

ElekSOON 2.0, to inform and encourage

the youth to register and vote in the

2022 national elections - with the

Facebook live event as the highlight.

... cont. to p. 8

(from p.1) … positive diagnosis of
COVID19 or for reporting of family
members in the same household who
have contracted the virus.

As always Miriam College emphasizes
the importance of confidentiality and the
identity of these individuals will be
protected under Data Privacy Laws.

Once a student reports COVID19
infection, the student’s professors will be
notified. The student will be excused
from all academic requirements until she

:

BY MARJORIE ANDREA MONIQUE N. UMALI



:

BY CHARLENE SARMIENTO
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Creator and We The Youth Vote
representative, who all shared their
knowledge and expertise in a meaningful
and fun discussion. The discussion was
moderated by Pamela Robles and Leinah
Aguilar of Green Batch 2021. During the
discussion, Mr. Sangalang emphasized the
need to listen to the voices of the Filipino
youth, most especially those who have lost
hope in the elections. He also mentioned
that we have the ability to convince the
right people to run or campaign for people
who we think can lead our country. Mr.
Abadines reminded us of the importance of
empowering the youth to participate in
affairs like the elections by changing the
way we talk about the importance of their
vote. Through these conversations our aim
was to help them realize their power when
they use their voices to vote. We also need
to take care of ourselves in order to better
maximize our capabilities in helping the
country, this was given emphasis by Mr.
Karlo Abadines. A story was also shared by
Mr. Bobotiok of him being a volunteer in
various socio-civic projects and
organizations even before he was elected
as a Sangguniang Kabataan Kagawad. It
served as a reminder that the Filipino youth
can make a change by volunteering in
his/her community, to start exercising their
rights and maximizing their voices to create
change. Ms. Umali, being an active youth

leader and a registered Psychometrician,
shared some pieces of advice on how we
can address “election stress” which
includes taking a break from social media
to avoid exhaustion and information
overload prior to the elections. She also
mentioned the need to look into the track
record of the candidates and people we will
be voting for to reduce anxiety during the
voting day itself. Ms. Janina Vela’s 4Cs is
helpful to us youth and the rest of the
Filipino people in choosing the next set of
leaders. Her 4Cs are character,
competence, compassion, and
communication which should be present in
the individuals who we will elect as the next
leaders of our country. The audience were
moved by the insightful exchange as
reflected in their comments and questions
during the Facebook Live Event.

This project is proof that the Filipino youth
are capable of influencing change through
their voices and active participation. As we
approach the 2022 National Elections, may
we be reminded that our votes, words, and
actions will contribute to the betterment of
our country. ElekSOON 2.0: Barkadahan
Para Sa Bayan is an advocacy campaign by
the youth, dedicated to the youth and the
rest of the Filipino people. K

(from p.1) … The webinar tackled the

issue of sexual and physical violence in

the Philippines. WAGI speaker, Danica

Gonzales explained that rape culture is a

general term for any culture that

normalizes rape, sexual violence, and

sexist, homophobic, misogynistic, or

transphobic beliefs. Other behaviors

endemic to rape culture include

objectification, victim-blaming, Him-

pathy, and heteronormativity. Despite

the prevalence of these beliefs, we have

the power to change rape culture by

promoting societal norms that

discourage and protect against sexual

violence, empowering women and girls,

and providing protective environments
and opportunities for women and girls.

The plenary session encouraged
participants to practice safe and gender-
responsive online education and apply
the Principles of Care. “Care is an
important aspect of creating online safe
spaces and helps people feel welcomed
and empowered to participate in a
community," said Gonzales.

The session also underscored that a
gender-responsive education recognizes
behaviors and attitudes endemic to rape
culture and addresses them early on,
and addressing them is in the hands of
institutions such as schools. K

The live event featured esteemed panelists
namely Mr. Ali Sangalang - Creative
Director of Linya-Linya, Mr. Miguel Karlo
Abadines - Advocacy and Information
Management Officer of the Catholic
Educational Association of the Philippines,
Mr. Rohandrew Rye Bobotiok - SK
Kagawad of Barangay Ibayo Tipas, Taguig
City, Ms. Martha Anna Remedios Umali,
RPm - SK Secretary of Barangay Ligid
Tipas, Taguig City and a Miriam College
alumna, and Ms. Janina Vela - Content
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Good (and bad) news travels fast

online, and without some forethought,

people can find themselves in tricky

situations that have lasting

consequences. The solve? Learning

how to share with those they know and

those they don’t.

COMMUNICATE RESPONSIBLY

✓ Encourage thoughtful sharing by

treating online communication like

face-to-face communication. If it isn’t

right to say, it isn’t right to post.

✓ Create guidelines about what kind of

communication is (and isn’t)

appropriate.

✓ Keep personal details about family

and friends private.

It is important to become aware that

people and situations online aren’t

always as they seem. Discerning

between what’s real and what’s fake is

a very real lesson in online safety.

KNOW THE SIGNS OF A 

POTENTIAL SCAM

✓ If statements about “winning” or

getting something for “free” feel too

good to be true, they most likely are.

✓ Fair exchanges shouldn’t involve

giving away any personal information.

✓ Always think critically before acting

online and learn to trust your intuition.

Be on guard for phishing attempts –

efforts to steal information like login or

account details by pretending to be a

trusted contact in an email, text, or

other online communication.

Personal privacy and security are just

as important online as they are offline.

Safeguarding valuable information

helps people avoid damaging their

devices, reputations, and relationships.

CREATE STRONG PASSWORD

✓ Make it memorable, but avoid using

personal information like names or

birthdays.

✓ Use a mix of uppercase letters,

lowercase letters, symbols, and

numbers.

SWITCH IT UP

✓ Do not use the same password on

multiple sites.

✓ Create a few different variations of

the same passwords for different

accounts.

The internet is a powerful amplifier that can be used to spread

positivity or negativity. People can take the high road by

applying the concept of “treat others as you would like to be

treated” to their actions online, creating a positive impact for

others and disempowering bullying behavior.

SET AN EXAMPLE

✓ Use the power of the internet to spread positivity.

✓ Stop the spread of harmful or untrue messages by not

passing them on to others.

✓ Respect others’ differences.

TAKE ACTION

✓ Block mean-spirited or inappropriate behavior online.

✓ Make an effort to provide support to those being bullied.

✓ Speak up against and report online bullying.

One lesson that applies to any and all encounters of the digital

kind:

When students or employees come across something

questionable, they should feel comfortable talking to a trusted

individual. Adults can support this behavior by fostering open

communication at home and in the classroom.

ENCOURAGE INTERNET BRAVE BEHAVIOR

✓ Be clear about family or classroom rules and expectations

around technology, as well as consequences for inappropriate

use.

✓ Keep the dialogue going by checking in frequently and

encouraging students to ask questions.

✓ For students, extend the conversation to other trusted

adults like teachers, coaches, counselors, friends, and relatives.

IT SAFETY TIPS 
>> to explore the online world with confidence

Source: Be Internet Awesome - A Program to Teach Kids Online Safety
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